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Abstract--We consider the solution of partial differential equations for initial/boundary conditions using 
the decomposition method. The partial solutions obtained from the separate quations for the highest- 
ordered linear operator terms are shown to be identical when the boundary conditions are general, and 
asymptotically equal when the boundary conditions in one independent variable are independent of other 
variables. 
INTRODUCTION 
In solving linear or nonlinear partial differential equations by decomposition, we solve separately 
the highest-ordered linear operators fort and apply the appropriate inverse operator to each 
equation [1-3]. Each equation is solved for an n-term approximation i a boundary-value problem. 
These are then combined into a solution. Adomian has previously emphasized that when the u0 
term in one equation is zero, that equation does not contribute to the solution and the complete 
solution is obtained from the remaining equation or equations. We will show that the partial 
solutions from each equation become the same in the limit (and explain why the one partial solution 
above doesn't contribute to the solution). 
Consider the equation 
DISCUSSION 
Lxu + Lyu + Nu =O (1) 
in the usual notation of the referenced work where we choose Lx = 02/Ox 2 and Ly = ~y2/Oy2 
although no limitation is implied and Nu is an analytic term expandable in the A, polynomials 
defined by Adomian [1-3]. We choose conditions: 
u(al ,y )  = ~l(Y), 
u(a2,y)  = ~2(Y), 
Solving for the linear operator terms 
u(x, bt) =/~l (x), 
u(x, b~) = ~2(x). 
Lx u = - Lyu - Nu, 
Lyu = - Lxu - Nu. 
Using the "x-solution", i.e. equation (2), we have 
L.~l Lxu = -L~l  Lyu - L~I Nu, 
tThe case of purely nonlinear equations will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. 
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where Lx  ~ is a two-fold integration and L~lL~u = u - chx and ~ = C0(Y) + xCl(y), where Co and 
~ are the integration "constants".  We now have 
U = ~x -- Lx tLy  u - L~ tNu" 
We let u = ~~=0 u, and Nu = X~=0 An, where the An are defined specifically for Nu. (See 
Refs [1-3].)~" The u0 term is normally taken as ~x [or ¢x + Lx lg  when there is an inhomogeneous 
term g in equation (1)]. We will take a somewhat different approach now and decompose x as 
well.:~ Thus we write 
and 
~x,~ = C0,m + xCl,. 
U0 "7" ~x. O" 
Now instead of  the following components  being given by 
u,~+l=-L~lLyum-L~lAm fo rm>l l ,  
we have 
Ul = ~x, 1 -- L2' Lyuo - L~l Ao, 
U2 = ~x, 2 -- L f t Lrul - Lx  J AI,  
u3 = 4~x, 3 - L f ' Lyu2 - Lx l  A2, 
us = ~,,,. - L f l  LyUm_ t - L f l  Am-t ,  
m--I ~Pm = Z. =0 u. is an m-term approximation.  
The boundary conditions 
~o,.+ t(at, Y) = oq (y), 
cp,~+ j(a2, y)  = ~:(y),  
determine C0.m and C~.m. We now have 
UO = ~x.O, 
U! = dPx, l - L .~ l  LydPx, o -L~l  Ao, 
u2 = cbx.2-L ; I  Ly~x. t+(L ;~ Ly)2~x.o+ L;~ LyL;~ Ao-L ; '  A~, 
U3 = ¢I~x,3 -Lx '  Ly~x,2+(Lx '  Ly)2~x,, - (Lx I Ly)3f])x,O -- (Lx  1 Ly)2L( ' Ao+ Lx '  LyLxt  A, - Lx  I A:, 
u,~= ( -L ; ' Ly r4 ,  . . . . .  - 2 ( -L - ; ' L , , ) '~- ' - " r ; 'A , .  
n=0 n~0 
Now 
m--| 
U(x ,Y )  ~- ~ ~ ( - -L . ; l ty )  n(I) . . . . . .  -- E E ( -L . : I Ly )m- l -nLx lAn  
m=On=O m= I n=O 
which is the solution to equation (1). 
?u = E~.0u, is simply a special case of expansion in the A,. 
:~This additional decomposition is of no advantage for initial conditions problems but speeds up convergence in 
boundary-value problems by giving us results for u 0, u I . . . .  that are obtained by correcting "constants of integration" 
as we go along. 
Solution of partial differential equations 
Now consider the y equation 
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Let 
then 
The m-term approximation is 
and q0,m and th.,~ are determined from 
Lyu = - Lxu - Nu, 
L f l  Lyu = u - ¢r = -LT I  Lx u - L~ I Nu, 
u = ¢y - L i l  Lxu - L'~I Nu, 
• , = ,lo(X) + y,t, (x). 
~y,m = ~O,m "Ji- Yq l , . ,  
Ul = ~y,I - Ly l  Lxuo - LTI Ao, 
u2 = ¢y.2 - L i l  L~ul - L71AI ,  
u3 = ~y,3 - L71Lxu2 - Ly l  A2, 
UI = ey,,~ -- LTI L~ur~_ l - L f '  Am- i .  
m-I  
{0 m = ~ un 
n--O 
~Om(X, h i )  = ill(X), 
<p,.(X, b2) = #,(x  ). 
We write now 
UO ~ ¢~y,O 
u; = ~y,i - LflLx¢y.o- L7l Ao, 
uz = ey .2 -  L f ' Lxey . I+(L f~ L~)2¢y.o+ L j ' LxL f I  Ao -L i~ A, ,  
u3 = ¢y.3 -- (L~-ILx)¢y.2 + (L>-ILx)2¢y. j _ (L f  IL~)~¢y.o -- (L f  ILx)ZLflAo 
+ L 7 I LxL f  IAi - L - f 'A  2, 
m~l  
u,.= ( -L21L~)"~, .m . -  ~ ( -Ly lL  ~m- I - "L - IA  • . -- X I  y n )  
n~O n=O 
u(x ,y )  = ( -Ly lL~)"~y . . . .  - ~ ~, ( -L ; ' Lx ) " - ' - "L ; 'A . ,  
m=On=O m=ln~O 
which is again the solution to equation (1). These two forms can be shownt to be identically equal 
and also to satisfy the original differential equation uniquely for given initial/boundary conditions. 
?The proof is omitted for brevity. 
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If 
Nu ~O. 
u (x ,y )= ~ ~. ( -L~lLy)"~x, , . _ .= ~. ~ ( -Ly lLx)"~y, , ,_ . ,  
m=On~O m=On~O 
is the solution to Lxu + Lyu = 0 as expected. 
Remark 
If either the x boundary conditions or the y boundary conditions are respectively y-independent 
or x-independent, the two partial solutions are asymptotically equal. 
The following example will serve to show this: 
Consider the simple heat flow equation u, = u~ given u(x, O) = sin(nx/l), u(0, t) = u(/, t) = 0. The 
solution is u(x, t )=  e-"'/tsin(nx /l). The t equation is 
Ltu = Lxu 
Applying the L/-~ operator, we get 
u = u (x, O) + L i- l Lx ~ u., 
n=O 
Uo = u(x, O) = sin(nx /l), 
ul = L 71 Lx Uo = - (n 2t /l 2) sin Orx /1), 
u 2 = (Tz 4t 2/14) sin (nx/l), 
u = ~ u, = (1 - (n2t)/l 2 + (~4t2)/14 . . . .  )sin(nx/l), 
n=O 
u = e -"2t/l sin(nx/l), 
which is the complete solution obtained much faster and more easily than the textbook solutions 
of this problem. The x equation is 
Lxu -.~ Ltu. 
Applying L - x 
u =k l ( t )+xk2( t )+Lx~Lt  ~ u,, 
n=0 
we see u0 = kl (t) + xk2(t) = 0 which means all following components must be zero so this equation, 
as previously stated, makes no contribution. Here the x conditions (boundary conditions) u(0, t) 
and u(l, t) are not independent on t. Hence the partial solutions are asymptotically equal--they 
both are zero. 
Remark 
Linear or nonlinear partial differential equations are solved by the decomposition method [1-3] 
for initial or boundary conditions. 
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